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CHAPTER 22

Poor Substitutes for Love

Behavioral Addictions and Their Origins

Drug addicts have a limited stock of substances to choose from: they have fewer

escapes routes than those available to behavioral addicts. As a physician

Colleague in the Downtown Eastside put it, “They just have less in their kitbags

than the rest of us.” By comparison, the possibilities for behavioral addictions are

almost infinite. Howe, then, is the “choice” made? Why self-improvement or

blogging in my son’s case and why sex or gambling for someone else? Why does

buying compact discs set my dopamine circuits into action and why compulsive

work? I put that question to Dr. Aviel Goodman, the authority on sexual

addictions I’ve mentioned in earlier chapters. “It has a lot to do with which

experience brings relief from whatever pains us” he said. “For a lot of people

something like compact discs would not be high on the list, by my guess is that

music means something deep for you, that for you it’s a profound emotional

experience.”

And why might that be the case? “First, you may have a genetic sensitivity toward

music,” Dr. Goodman suggested, “and you may have been affected by the kind of

music your parents listened to. But there could have been earlier influences for

example, whether in infancy you were often left in a room where able to hear,

so your auditory system became an important conduit of emotional connection

with the world.”

This Minnesota psychiatrist, who knew nothing about my background, came close

to describing my early experience as I understand it.

I was born in Budapest in 1942, to Jewish parents, two months before the Nazis

occupied Hungary,. We endured the well-known set of calamities that war and

genocide brought upon the Jews of Europe. For the first fifteen months of my life

my father was away in a forced labor camp, and for the most of that time neither

of my parents knew whether the other was alive or dead. I was five months old
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when my grandparents were killed at Auschwitz. Many years later, not long

before her own death at age eighty-two in Vancouver, my mother told me that

she was so depressed after her parents’ murder that some days she got out of

bed only to look after me. I was left alone in my crib quite often. I related some of

this history in Scattered Minds:

Two days after the Germans marched into Budapest, my mother called the

pediatrician. “Would you come to see Gabi,” she requested, “he has been crying

almost without stop since yesterday morning.” “I’ll come, of course,” the doctor

replied, “but I should tell you: all my Jewish babies are crying.”

Now, what did Jewish infants know of Nazis, World War II, racism, genocide?

What they knew-or rather, absorbed-was their parents’ anxiety…They inhaled

fear, ingested sorrow. Yet were they not love? No less than children anywhere.

When, owing to internal demons arising from their own childhoods or to external

stressors in their lives, parents are unable to regulate-that is, keep within a

tolerable range-the emotional milieu of the infant, the child’s brain has to adapt:

by tuning out, by emotional shutting down, and by learning to find ways to self-

soothe through rocking, thumb-sucking, eating, sleeping, or constantly looking to

external sources of comfort. This is the ever-agitated, ever-yawning emptiness

that lies at the heart of addiction.

In the unbelievably overcrowded and unsanitary conditions of the Jewish ghetto

of Budapest toward the end of the war, I became so ill that my mother feared I

might die of disease or malnutrition. In my twelfth month, she had me smuggled

out to the relatives who lived in hiding outside the ghetto. When she went out to

the street to hand me to the kind but completely unknown Gentile visitor who

was to take be away, she didn’t know whether she would survive to the next day,

let alone se me again. My relatives were caring people who looked after me as

best they could, but I have to imagine that to a year-old infant, they were

complete strangers. The small child’s natural response to over whelming

emotional loss is a defensive shutdown. I’ve had a lifelong resistance to receiving

love-not being loved or even to knowing intellectually that I am loved, but to
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accepting love vulnerably and openly on a visceral, emotional level. People who

cannot find or receive love need to find substitutes- ant that’s where addictions

come in.

Music gives me a sense of self-sufficiency and nourishment. I don’t need anyone

or anything. I bathe in it as in amniotic fluid; it surrounds and protects me. It’s

also stable, ever-available, and something I can control-that is, I can reach for it

whenever I want. I can also choose music that reflects my mood or, if I want,

helps to soothe it. As for forays to Sikora’s, a music-seeking offers excitement and

tension that I can immediately resolve and a reward I can immediately attain-

unlike others tension in my life and other desired rewards. Music is a source of

bearty and meaning outside myself that I can claim as my own without exploring

how, in my life, I keep from directly experiencing those qualities. Addiction, in this

sense, is the lazy pilgrim’s path to transcendence.

The sources of my work addiction are clear to me. No matter how much she loves

him in her heart-my mother loved me with all of hers-a child with a depressed

mother feels constant deprivation and deep distress. An eleven-month-old must

sense a cataclysmic rupture in the order of things when he is given over to

strangers and his mother abruptly disappears from his life. These sorts of

experiences can also leave a deep impression in the psyche and create alterations

in brain physiology that may-but do not necessarily, as we shall see-last a lifetime.

My sense of worth, unavailable to me for who I am, has come from work. And in

the practice of medicine I found the perfect venue to prove my usefulness and

indispensability. For a long time it was impossible for me to turn down work-the

drug of being wanted was far too powerful to refuse, and in any case I needed the

flame of constant preoccupation to ward of the anxiety or depression or ennui

that always lurked at the edges of my psyche. Like any addict, I used my

addictions to help regulate my moods, my internal experience. On weekends

when the beeper fell silent I felt empty and irritable- the addict in withdrawal.

The same dynamics come into play with eating disorders. How, we might as, could

an activity essential for survival become so distorted, undermining a person’s
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health sometimes to the point of shortening a person’s life? Although it is

commonplace to blame the current epidemic of obesity on junk-food

consumption and sedentary living, these are only the behavioral manifestations of

a deeper psychological and social malaise.

In human development the ingestion of food has significance far beyond its

obvious dietary role. Following birth the mother’s nipple replaces the umbilical

cord as the source of nutrients for the infant, and it is also a point of continued

physical contact between mother and child. Proximity to a parent’s body also

meets emotional attachment needs that are as basic to the child as is the need for

physical sustenance.

When infants are anxious or upset, they are offered a human or a plastic nipple-in

other words, a relationship with either a natural nurturing object or something

that closely resembles it. That’s how emotional nourishment and oral feeding or

soothing becomes closely associated in the mind. On the other hand, emotional

deprivation will trigger a desire for oral stimulation or eating just as surely as

hunger will. Children who continue to suck their thumbs past infancy are

attempting to soothe themselves; it’s always a sign of emotional distress. Except

in rare cases of physical disease, the more obese a person is, the more

emotionally starved they have been at some crucial period in their life.

As a novice family doctor I used to believe that all people needed was basic

information. So all I had to do was to teach overweight individuals how excess

body fat would overburden the heart, plug the arteries, and raise the blood

pressure. Demonstrating my insights with naïve pencil drawings scratched on

prescription pads, and they would leave the office grateful and transformed,

reedy for a new, healthier lifestyle. I soon found out that they lfet the office

asking for their files to be transferred to some other physician less pedagogically

zealous and more understanding about the ways of human beings. I learned that

preaching at people about behaviors, even self-destructive ones, did little good

when I didn’t or couldn’t help them with the emotional dynamics driving those

behaviors.
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Invariably, people who eat too much have not only suffered emotional loss in the

past but are also psychically deprived or highly stressed in the present. A woman

might leave an unsatisfactory relationship, shed weight, and gain confidence oly

to become heavy again after going back to her partner. Emotional energy

expended without perceived reward is compensated for by calories ingested.

Similarly, many people who quit smoking begin to overeat because their craving

for oral soothing is no longer eased by their cigarette and the loss of their stress

reliever, nicotine, leaves them dopamine-deprived.

If children today are at greater risk for obesity than those of previous generations,

it’s not simply because they’re less physically active as a result of being absorbed

in TV or computers. It’s primarily because under ordinary peacetime conditions

there has never before been a generation so stressed and so starved of nurturing

adult relationships. Of course, TV and computers have also become substitutes

for the more constant real contact that parents used to provide when they

worked near home or on the farm. These sources of entertainment are also used

as substitutes for the sense of community formerly provided by large extended

families or the clan, tribe, or village. Children whose emotionally nourishing

relationships with adults give them a strong sense of themselves do not need to

soothe themselves by passively taking in either food or entertainment.

The obesity epidemic demonstrates a psychological and spiritual emptiness at the

core of consumer society. We feel powerless and isolated, so we become passive.

We lead harried lives, so we long for escape. In Buddhist practice people are

taught to chew slowly, being aware of every morsel, every taste. Eating becomes

an exercise in awareness. In our culture it’s just the opposite. Food is the

universal soother, and many are driven to eat themselves into psychological

oblivion.

The roots of sex addiction also reach back to childhood experience. Sex addiction

authority Dr. Aviel Goodman points out that the vast majority of female sex

addicts were sexually abused as children, as were up to 40 percent of the men.

“Human beings are very adaptable, “Dor Goodman comments. Being held and

cuddled is so important to us that we’ll associate love with whatever gives us that
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warmth and contact. If a person feels wanted only sexually, as an adult she may

look to sex to reaffirm that she is loveable and wanted. Sex addicts who were not

abused as children may have had more subtle forms of sexualization projected on

them by a parent, or they may have felt so unloved or undesirable that they now

look to sexual contact as a quick source of comfort.

The so-called nymphomaniac, the female sex addict, is not addicted to sex at all,

but to the dopamine and endorphin rewards that flow from the feeling of being

desired and desirable. Her promiscuity is not perversity but the outgrowth of a

childhood adaptation to her circumstances. As with all addictions, sex addiction is

a stand-in for nurturing the person was deprived of. The dopamine and endorphin

rewards that love is meant to provide are obtained by having sex-but, as with all

addictions, only temporarily. The craving for contact is, perversely, accompanied

by a terror of real intimacy because of the painful instability of early relationships.

That’s why a relationship with a sex-addicted person won’t last. “In a long term

relationship you have to face yourself.” Says Monique Giard, a Vancouver

psychologist with an interest in the treatment of sexual addiction. “It’s very scary

and potentially very painful to face one’s deepest fears.” By moving from one

partner to another, a sex addict avoids the risk of intimacy, and just as with my

constant quest for compact discs, the addict is always seeking the dopamine hit of

the novel and the new.

Compulsive sexual roving, like all addictions, serves to help the addict avoid

experiencing unpleasant emotions. “It takes a lot of discipline and courage to

work through a negative thought and negative emotion,” Ms. Giard points out.

“Replacing a negative emotion with a positive one is the core of addictive

behavior.”

Addictions can never truly replace the life needs they temporarily displace. The

false needs they serve, no matter how often they are gratified, cannot leave us

fulfilled. The brain can never, as it were, feel that it has had enough, that it can

relax and get on with other essential business. It’s as if after a full meal you were

left starving and had to immediately turn your efforts to procuring food again. In a

person with addictive behaviors, the orbitofronatal cortex and its associated
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neurological systems have been tricked from childhood onward into valuing false

wants above real needs (this is the process we have identified as salience

attribution)-hence the desperation of the behavioral addict, the urgency to have

that want answered immediately, as if it really were an essential requirement.

In addiction the Rolling Stones lyric is turned upside down: You can sometimes get

what you want, but try as you might, you never get what you need.

----

As prisoner Stephen Reid listens to the story of my infancy during our exchange

at the William Head Institution, he shakes his head and looks even more

discouraged than before. “But you had these tragic beginnings,” he says, “and yet

you’re free. Your have a career. I had nothing like that happen to me, and here I

am in jail again, where I’ve been most of my life due to my flaws and character

weakness-my moral failure.”

I see it differently, and notat all in terms of the harsh judgment Stephen has

passed on himself. Apart from the severities we endured in my first year and a

half or so, I was brought up in a stable, educated, middle-class home by two

parents who, for all their human flaws, gave loving, nurturing care to their

children and to one another in the long term. Stephen, on the other hand, had a

highly stressed and intimidated child for a mother, at least during his early years:

he was born to a fifteen-year-old girl who was married to a raging alcoholic. His

entire childhood was marked by poverty, shame, fear, and emotional insecurity.

“if anything disturbed my dad’s world,” he says, “he responded with blind fury.”

Stephen was eleven years old when the town physician drove him out to the

countryside, injected him with morphine, and then initiated a relationship of

drug-enabled sexual exploitation that persisted for many months. At the first hit

of morphine the preadolescent Stephen was overawed by wonder as his brain

flooded with opiates his own circuits could never produce. “What did that feel

like?” I ask. “Like a warm, wet blanket,” he replies, “ a place of safety the safety

that came before pain and danger, before the enormity of being born, pushed

and dragged, kicking and screaming into this world.” The sex –trade worker who
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told me that her first hit of heroin was like a warm, soft hug was fantasizing a

state of infant joy. Stephen’s “warm, wet blanket” harkens back even further, to

the womb-perhaps the lat time he’d had a sense of security.

I had a similar, if much milder, epiphany when in my mid-forties I was prescribed

a serotonin-enhancing antidepressant I was suffused by a sense of well-being I’d

never imagined was possible. It was as if my brain sells were bathed in a normal

chemical milieu for the first time. “So this is how human beings are meant to

feel,” I remarked to my sister-in-law. You don’t know how depressed you’ve been

until you know what if feels like not to be depressed. For both Stephen and me,

given the early stresses that influenced our brain physiology, the newly

experienced chemical state was a revelation.

Howe, then, to explain the addictions of people who, like my son Daniel, grew

up in relatively comfortable circumstances with parents who, contrary to being

abusive or neglectful, did their best? To answer that question we need to revisit

the issue of infancy and childhood and the unique quality of attunement that

optimal brain development requires.

Before we do, however, a few words on the touchy subject of “blaming the

parent,” a charge easily leveled at anyone who points to the crucial importance of

the early rearing environment. The vigilance around parent blaming arises from

people’s defensiveness about anything that leaves them feeling accused of not

loving their children or not doing their best.. It’s also part of a backlash against

certain psychoanalytic theories and simplistic forms of pop psychology that

flourished from the 1950s to at least the 1980s, which did encourage a blaming

and even hostile attitude toward parents, especially mothers.

Yet the point is rarely that parents don’t do their best no matter whom we

consider: Stephen Reid’s mother and father, or mine, or my wife and I as parents.

As I’ve remarked before, even for my addicted patients, their greatest shame and

regret is their failure to parent their own children, a sorrow that rarely fails to

bring tears to their eyes. The point is that, as in the parenting my children

received, our best is circumscribed by our own issues and limitations. In most
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cases, those issues and limitations originated in our childhoods-and so on down

the generations. That parenting styles are passed on from on generation to the

next is known both from human studies and animal experiments. In the latter, it

has been shown that parental nurturing practices can be biologically inherited,

not through genes but through molecular mechanisms. In other words, the

parenting an infant receives can “program” her own brain circuitry in ways that

will influence and may even determine how she will parent. The neurological

basis of such transmission probably involves the oxytocin “love hormone” system,

which is key in the mother-infant attachment relationship. If we understand these

facts, it’s obvious that there is no one left to blame. I’ve remarked before that a

blaming attitude is an entirely useless commodity. As the Sufi poet Hafiz writes,

blame only perpetuates the “sad game.”

I had an almost bizarre taste of the charge of parent bashing after the

publication of Scattered Minds, my book on attention deficit disorder (ADD). In

explaining my own ADD-a prime risk factor for addictions-I referred to the history

of my infancy. “My mother and I had little opportunity for normal mother-infant

experiences,” I wrote. “These were hardly possible, given the terrible

circumstances, her numbed mind state, and her having to concentrate her

energies on basic survival. Attunement,” I asserted, “can be severely interfered

with despite the deepest feeling of love a mother may have.”

The first review of Scattered Minds appeared in the Toronto Star. “Mate blames

his mother,” it said.

Blame, like beauty, is in the eye of the beholder.

-----

Brain development can be affected adversely not only by “bad stimulation”

coming in, to quote Dr. Robert Post, but also by insufficient “good stimulation”

occurring-by “nothing happening when something might profitably have

happened,” in the wonder phrasing of the great British child psychiatrist J.W.

Winnicott. Stressed parents have difficulty offering their children a specific quality

required for the development of the brain’s self-regulation circuits; the quality of
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attunement. Attunement is, literally, being “in tune” with someone else’s

emotional states. It’s not a question of parental love but of the parent’s ability to

be present emotionally in such a way that the infant or child feels understood,

accepted, and mirrored. Attunement is the real language of love, the conduit by

which a preverbal child can realize that she is loved.

Attunement is a sublte process. It is deeply instinctive and is easily subverted

when the parent is stressed, depressed, or distracted. A parent can be fully

attached to the infant---fully “in Love”—but not attened. For example, the infants

of depressed parents experience physiological stress not because they are not

loved, but because their parents are not attuned with them—and attunement is

especially likely to be lacking if parents missed out on it in their own childhoods.

Children in poorly attened relationships may feel loved, or be aware that love is

there, but on a deeper and essential level they do not experience themselves as

seen or appreciated for who they really are. My son Daniel, ever sensitive that

something was lacking even if he couldn’t exactly identify what, once wrote me a

description of how he experienced his childhood:

It seemed to me that I was growing up in a housewhere love was never in

question: it was often affirmed. So I knew I was loved, but it came in

shifting, confusing, and unpredictable ways that left me on my guard about

it, and always craving it in a simpler, more straightforward form. I felt I had

to be crafty to catch it and get some for myself, to pin it down.

My son’s recollection doesn’t surprise me. My wokaholism and other addictive

behaviors left me only inconsistently present for my children, and the stresses in

our marriage often meant that my wife and I were both preoccupied. It makes

sense that Daniel would have felt he had to work for attention, that thje love

offered him was conditional, and that his emotional terrain was often not

appreciated, shared,or mirrored by his parents.

Poorly attuned relationships provide an inadequate template for the

development of a child’s neurological and psychological self-regulation systems.

In the words of child psychiatrist Daniel Siegel.
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From early infancy, it appears that our ability to regulate emotional states

depends upon the experience of feeling that a significant person in our life is

simultaneously experiencing a similar state of mind.

Self-regulation does not refer to “good behavior” but to the capacity of an

individual to maintain a reasonably even internal emotional environment. A

person with good self regulation will not experience rapidly shifting extremes of

emotional highs and lows in the face of life’s challenges, difficulties,

disappointments, satisfactions. She does not depend on other people's responses

or external activities or substances in order to feel okay. The person with poor

self-regulation is more likely to look outside herself for emotional soothing, which

is why the lack of attunement in infancy increases addiction risk. It’s what

Stephen Reid meant when he said,”I’ve spend too much time on external things,

bouncing off other people.”

The importance of consistent, nonstressed parent-infant interactions was

demonstrated in a primate experiment involving three groups of mother-infant

pairs. The investigators set up three sets of conditions under which the mothers

had to forage for good: a situation of high but predicable difficulty, one of

consistently low difficulty, and the third of unpredictably varying difficulty (easy

one time, difficult the next). They then observed the nature of mother-infant

relationships during the test period, the “personality” traits that evolved as the

three groups of infants matured, and the biochemical status of the young

monkeys’ stress systems throughout their lifetimes.

It was not the high-difficulty foraging conditions that created stress for monkey

moms and interfered with their parenting but the variable conditions with their

built-in unpredictability. These mothers exhibited “inconsistent and erratic,

sometimes dismissive, rearing behavior.” Their infants, unlike the ones in the

other two groups, grew up to be anxious, less social, and highly reactive as adults-

traits known to increase addiction risks. Biologically, this group of monkeys had

lifelong elevated levels of a major stress hormone in their spinal fluid, indicating

an abnormality in their stress apparatus. That also adds to the propensity for

addiction, since both animals and humans use substances or other behaviors to
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modulate the experience of stress. Obviously it’s not a question of the mothers in

the other two groups having been “better” parents but of the stresses afflicting

the variable-foraging mothers as they were nursing their infants-uncertainty

being a trigger for physiological and emotional stress.

The lack of an emotionally attuned and consistently available parenting figure is

a major source of stress for the child. Such a lack can occur when the parent is

physically present but emotionally distracted-a situation that has been called

proximate separation. Proximate separation happens when attuned contact

between parent and child is interrupted due to stresses that draw the parent

away from the interaction. The levels of physiological stress experienced by the

child during proximate separation approach the levels experienced during

physical separation. The development of the brain’s neurotransmitter and self-

regulating systems and, in particular, the stress-control circuits is then disrupted,

and once entrenched, these physiological dysfunctions increases the risk for

addictions. Addictive tendencies may already be seen in young children. In the

absence of the biological mother, infant monkeys will become attached to an

inanimate surrogate mother constructed of wire mesh, and human children

lacking sufficient attuned parental contact may readily become addicted to

television or to self-soothing behaviors such as eating.

The void is not in the parent’s love or commitment, but in the child’s perception

of being seen, understood, empathized with, and “gotten” on the emotional level.

In our extraordinarily fragmented and stressed society, when parents often face

the child-rearing task without the support that the tribe, clan, village, extended

family, and community used to provide, misattuned parent-child interactions are

increasingly the norm.

In contrast to the extensive research linking addiction to adverse childhood

events-abuse, neglect, and trauma-very little has been published on attunement

outside specialized child developmental literature. I see two obvious reasons for

this. First, the study of bad things that happen is a fairly straightforward. It’s much

more difficult to research attunement, since few people can recall and few

researchers can observe what didn’t happen but should have happened. Second,
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a consciousness of even overt abuse is only slowly penetrating the addiction-

treatment community. So studies about the more subtle attunement issues are

even further behind.

Poor attunement is also not something parents easily recall as they strive to

understand the addictive behaviors of their adult children. As parents we make

the natural mistake of believing that the intense love we feel for our kids

necessarily means that they actually receive that love in a pure form. Further,

parents who did not have attuned caring as small children may not notice their

difficulty attuning to their own infants, just as people stressed from an early age

may not realize just how stressed they often are. One couple I interviewed have

two grown-up sons who both struggle with substance addiction. “Our boys’

infancy and early childhood were the happiest years of our lives,” the mother

insisted. “There were no stresses for us then” the father added, “and we have

always had a good marriage.” It was after an hour of discussion that they

disclosed that the man-a devoted parent and conscientious provider-had a

cannabis habit all those years, well into his sons’ adolescence. He did not perceive

from his children. The mother, from a strict religious background, resented her

husband’s daily pot smoking and suppressed a rage that, until this very

conversation, she had never expressed. Her belief, shared by many in our culture,

was that if strong negative emotions like her anger remain under cover, the

children will not suffer its effects.

While it’s true that overt episodes of hostility between the parents may damage

the child, so may repressed anger and unhappiness. As a rule, whatever we don’t

deal with in our lives, we pas on to our children. Our unfinished emotional

business becomes theirs. As a therapist said to me, “Children swim in their

parents’ unconscious like fish swim in the sea.” This mother and father were fully

committed to their family and still are, but under such circumstances all the

parental love in the world could not provide the children with a well-attuned,

nonstressed, nurturing environment.

Thus it would be simplistic to claim that all hard-drug addictions originate in

abuse or neglect and that all behavioral addictions are rooted in early stress and
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attunement problems. While general true, in individual cases no clear division can

be made. Many nondrug addicts were abused as children or suffered significant

neglect. For example, there is a strong association between parental neglect and

the later development of obesity. Once more, neglect does not need to be

intentional or overt: parental stress and expression during the child’s early years

will have the same effect, owning to the lack of attunement that follows. In the

Averse Childhood Experiences (ACE) study it was found that childhood abuse was

also a risk for adult obesity and that among the groups surveyed, the greater the

weight, the greater was the percentage of adults who reported having been

abused. On the other hand, people can develop hard-core drug addictions

without having been abused or neglected, as with the family we’ve just looked at.

Also at risk are kids who fall under negative peer influence during the vulnerable

teen years. In such cases, however, there is usually a disruption in the parent-

child relationship before the peer effect can assert itself.

Many phenomena in public life can be understood if viewed through the prism of

addiction. As an illustration, we can look at the moral and legal demise of Conrad

Black, the Canadian-born business tycoon and international press baron convicted

ina Chicago court of fraud and obstruction of justice. If the media reports and

biographical accounts are even remotely accurate, Black’s behavior closely

resembles that of my drug-seeking patients, albeit on an infinitely grander scale.

His actions have all the features of addictive drives. His childhood, emotionally

impoverished and darkened by abuse, more than explains those drives.

Conrad Black is formally known by his British peerage title, Lord Black of

Crossharbour-an honorific he craved and pursued. His high ambition was to

hobnob with the elite of conservative political and business circles on both sides

of the Atlantic, courting figures like Margaret Thatcher and Henry Kissinger as

acquaintances. Following a spectacular rise to business and social prominence, he

is now a convicted felon. In the words of an internal investigation at one of the

companies he direted, his regime was one of “corporate kelptocrcy.” He has been

described as unscrupulous, vain, arrogant, and power hungry, with an insatiable

appetite for cash. According to all of his biographers he has been relentlessly
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single-minded in his quest for power, status, financial gain, and haut monde

respectability. He is also blessed, or cursed, with a sharp intellect and an even

sharper tongue, ever ready to cut down anyone who crosses him. The British

magazine New Statesman praise one of the Black biographies as “a rounded

portrait of a monster, albeit a self-conscious, even ironic monster.”

All humans have the potential to behave monstrously or virtuously. The key

question is how a child with great potential becomes an adult driven to engineer

for himself such a dramatic rise and an even more dramatic descent. “Conrad has

a lot going for him,” Globe and Mail columnist Rex Murphy once wrote, referring

to Black’s ample blessings of natural abilities and social advantages. “What is

perplexing is why a man so rich—in both senses of the term-would have chosen

to go the way he has.” Why would such a man define his ambitious “mainly terms

of that hollow word, more. More money. More houses. More famous friends. Just

more.” I believe addiction best accounts for Conrad Black’s otherwise perplexing

life.

The addict is never satisfied. His spiritual and emotional condition is one of

impoverishment, no matter how much he achieves, acquires, or possesses. In the

hungry-ghost mode, we can never be satiated. Scruples vanish in the face of the

addictive “need”-hence the ruthlessness. Loyalty, integrity, and honor lose

meaning.

Black’s wife, Barbara Amiel Black, has been his partner in insatiability. Formerly

addicted to codeine, by the side of her wealthy husband Amiel became attached

to luxury and limitless acquisition. Her closets reportedly house a collection of

fashion shoes worth several hundred thousand dollars, rivaling Ismelda Marco’s

footwear storehouse, alongside “boxes of unopened panty hose, filed by color

and make.” “I have an extravagance that knows no bounds, “Abara Amiel told

Vogue magazine in 2002-a self-parodying confession, perhaps, but accurate.

Black’s childhood was the perfect crucible for an addict’s mentality. According to

his biographers, the warmest acknowledgement the hyper-eloquent Black could

conjure up was that she was a “convivial and altogether virtuous person..as
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affable as he [Black’s father] was prone to be aloof.” It was the reclusive, often-

absent, depressive, and heavy-drinking father that Cnrad idolized. The bookish,

awkward, sensitive, intelligent child did not fit in with the easygoing jock

camaraderie of the extended Black clan, and his precocious son. “We have this

strange child-we don’t know what to do with him,” they told family friend.

The young Black was abused, not at home, but at Toronto’s Upper Canada

College (UCC), the institution where the male scions of society’s upper crust were

educated in the ways of the world. Beatings by the instructors were

indiscriminate using a heavy cane as “a fierce and savage assault” that left him

lacerated to a pulp. As a child and since then as well, Black has repeatedly likened

UCC to a Nazi concentration camp. He referred to some of his teachers as

Gauleiters (Nazi leaders the Hitler mode) and to fellow students as

Sonderkommandos (prisoners who collaborated with the SS guards). He had no

one to turn to. So emotionally distant were his parents that, in his words, “they

never really understood what I was so upset about in my school years.”

In the recollection of a childhood friend the preadolescent Black exhibited

behaviors that would lead most parents to request professional intervention: “he

kicked holes in walls when he got upset as a child, Threw knives around.” At age

Twenty-five Black suffered bouts of severe anxiety, hyperventilation, insomnia,

and claustrophobia. All the ingredients for addiction were in the mix by the time

he became an adult; parental nonattainment, psychological distress, impaired

impulse control, and emotional pain.

Under different social and economic circumstances, Black might well have

sought solace in alcohol or hard drugs. Born into a world of privilege, however,

and gifted with charisma, it was natural that power, wealth, status, and “respect”-

no matter how he acquired them-became the objects of his addictive pursuits.

Addicts respond with rage toward anyone who tries to deprive them of their

drug, and that rage in opiate seekers and have experienced it personally compact

disc buying. Black’s drugs of choice being power and status-social, economic,

political, and intellectual-we can understand the venom he directs at people who
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thwart him. Business associates who critiqued Black’s operations as self-servicing

were, in his words, “corporate governance terrorists.” The prosecutor’s

conducting the legal case against him in Chicago were “Nazis.” When historian

Ramsay Cook gave Black’s firs book an unfavorable review, he called the

distinguished academic “a slanted, supercilious little twit” possessing “the

professional ethics of a cockroach.” After the Catholic bishop of Calgary gave

moral support to striking employees at the Black owned Calgary Herald, the

media mogul excoriated him as “a jumped-up little twerp of a bishop” and a

“prime candidate for exorcism.”

That sneering work “little” may articulate precisely how Black feels about

himself at the core of his psyche-our sneers always tell us who we feel we are. A

powerful person’s self-esteem may appear to be high, but it’s a hollow shell if it’s

based on external, on the ability to impress or intimidate others. It’s what

psychologist Gordon Neufeld call conditional or contingent self-esteem: it

depends on circumstances. The greater the void within, the more urgent the

drive to be noticed and to be “important,” and the more compulsive the need for

status. By contrast, genuine self-esteem needs nothing from the outside. It

doesn’t say, “I’m worthwhile because I’ve done this, that, or the other.” It says,

“I’m worthwhile whether or not I’ve done this, that, or the other. I don’t need to

be right or to wield power, to amass wealth or achievements.”

Self-esteem is not what the individual consciously thinks about himself; it’s the

quality of self-respect manifested in his emotional life and behaviors. By no

means are a superficially positive self-image and true self-esteem necessarily

identical. In many cases they are not even compatible. People with a grandiose

and inflated view of themselves are missing true self-esteem at the core. To

compensate for a deep sense of worthlessness, they develop a craving fdor power

and an exaggerated self-evaluation that may itself become a focus of addiction, as

it appears to have done for the person who needed to become “Lord” Black. His

bluster and pomposity, derided by some and resented by many, are

compensations for what he lacks in self-acceptance and, deeper, in spiritual

fulfillment. The absurdist Austrian author Robert Musil wrote of one of his
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characters, “the whole ideology of the greet man he lived by was only an

emergency substitute for something that was missing.” It’s a form of grandiosity I

well know from within.

“Power is like a drug,” wrote Primo Levi.

The need for either is unknown to anyone who has not tried them, but after

the initiation…the dependency and need for ever larger doses is born, as are

the denial of reality and the return to childish dreams of omnipotence,….the

syndrome produced by protracted and undisputed power is clearly visible; a

distorted view of the world, dogmatic arrogance, the need for adulation,

convulsive clinging to the levers of command, and contempt for the law.

Do not Levi’s words apply to Lord Black and, perhaps, to many others in our

culture?

I frequently hear one or another of my patients complain that his supposed

friends are loyal, but only so long as he supplies them with drugs or money. A

young Native man who has been in jail for twelve years for armed robberies

disclosed that in the past year and a half he blew through $240,000 in personal

inheritance and oil royalties from his reservation that accumulated during his

incarceration. “You must have supplied drugs to the whole world that much

money,” I remarked. “Yeah,” he said wryly, “I had many, many friends. And now I

couldn’t bum a loonie [a Canadian dollar coin] if I tied.” The friendships of the

superrich may be just as materially based. Conrad Black has also bewailed being

dropped by people whose good will he had long cultivated with lavish parties and

dinner occasions, of bing “spurned and shunned by persons who had personally

accepted his hospitality in London, New York, and Palm Beach.”

It is surely no coincidence that Black has more than once likened himself to King

Lear, the Shakespearean monarch who met his demise because he confused

power and false adulation with love.

Addiction is always a poor substitute for love.
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